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Machine Learning Approach for Student Engagement
Automatic Recognition from Facial Expressions

Vladimir Soloviev

Abstract: Digital revolution can significantly improve the quality of education. There have
been already discussions for a long time about the advantages, disadvantages and opportunities
for transforming traditional classroom activities. Modern students use smartphones and tablets
”from birth”, and for the majority of academic subject areas students can often obtain more
complete, accurate and up-to-date information from the Internet than from lectures. Is it in-
teresting for students to learn? Are they in time with the professor? Is the presentation clear?
How deep are students engaged in learning in the classroom? These issues come to the fore-
front in the era of digital education. However, it was almost unrealistic to control the level of
student engagement until recently: for example, only in the Moscow campuses of the Financial
University the classes are held daily from 8.30 to 22.00 in more than 500 classrooms.

Existing information systems for student engagement automatic recognition are focused
on analyzing individual engagement of students and schoolchildren. We propose a system that
constantly analyzes the flow of data from video cameras installed in classrooms, uses machine
learning models to identify students’ faces, recognize their emotions and determine the level
of engagement, and then aggregates engagement data on student groups, faculties, courses, etc.
on interactive dashboards.

The training dataset consisted of 2,000 faces was used for machine learning model iden-
tification with boosted decision trees algorithm (ADABoost). The quality metrics (Accuracy,
Precision, Recall, AUC) on a test dataset of 500 students faces were all above 0,81.

The system is developed as an elastically scalable cloud service that automatically collects
video streams from cameras installed in classrooms and forms the resulting metrics of the
students and groups’ engagement in the Microsoft Azure cloud.
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1 Introduction

Modern students use various computational devices ”from birth”, and on the Internet for
the majority of theoretical and practical academic disciplines students can often get more
complete, more accurate and more relevant information than from the classes. At the same
time, information on the Internet is often delivered more effectively and eye-catching than
in the classrooms.

Is it interesting for students to learn? Are students in time with the professor or the pace
of presentation is too fast or too slow? Is the presentation clear? How much are students
engaged in learning in classroom? These issues come to the forefront in the era of digital
education. However, it was almost impossible to control the level of student engagement
until recently: for example, only in the Moscow campuses of the Financial University the
classes are held daily from 8.30 to 22.00 in more than 500 classrooms.

Methods for measurement and analysis of student engagement in learning have been
actively developed since the 1980s, primarily with the aim to find a possibility to decrease
the number of expelling students. Surveys conducted at various universities and schools
showed, that from 25 to 60% of students are constantly bored in the classroom and dis-
tracted from learning (see, for example, [1, 2]).

Management of students’ engagement level is relevant nowadays for the traditional
classroom teaching, for MOOCs, for educational games, for simulators, for intelligent
teaching systems, etc. [3, 4, 5, 6].

The most common methods for student engagement measurement include self-assessment
by students themselves; external monitoring using control charts and subsequent rating; au-
tomatic measurement using technical means [7]. For example, the most often used method
in Russian studies is self-assessment (see, for example, [8]).

Information systems for automatic measurement of student engagement have been used
for a long time. A significant part of them is based on analysis of tests execution speed and
accuracy [9, 10]. For example, random answers to easy questions or very short lead times
could indicate weak engagement.

Another class of popular techniques for automatic measurement of engagement level
is based on data processing from various electro- and neurophysiological sensors [11, 12].
These methods could not be implemented at a large-scale, for example, at the level of a
whole university, because it is impossible to provide special sensors to every student at the
university.

The third class of techniques for automatic recognition of engagement, which includes
the system described in this paper, is based on the use of computer vision [13, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18]. Such techniques allow to assess a student’s engagement by analyzing the position
and inclination of the head, the view direction, pose, different gestures, and so on. The
major advantage of such systems is that the engagement level is measured unobtrusively,
without diverting students attention to the engagement measurement process itself.
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This paper describes the experience of a cloud service development and implementa-
tion for monitoring student engagement in the classroom based on intelligent analysis of
video streams from cameras placed in the classrooms, and subsequent aggregation of av-
erage engagement for groups, courses, areas of training, education, faculty on interactive
dashboards.

In this case, the supposed engagement is measured, that is the level of student engage-
ment assessed by external experts.

Based on images of students in the classrooms, the system uses machine learning princi-
ples to determine whether or not this student is engaged. Initially, a large number of photos
of students’ faces made by video cameras in classrooms are presented to experts who di-
vide the photos into two classes (engaged and not engaged). Then the classification model
is trained on this dataset, labelled by experts, and after training the classification model is
used to predict the level of student engagement in the pictures, which neither experts nor
the classification model had previously seen.

The engagement recognition service is deployed in the Microsoft Azure cloud. The user
identification is based on the Microsoft Azure Active Directory directory services synchro-
nized with the on-premise university directory services. The identification of students is
based on pictures from the campus access control database, and the identification of classes
and professors is based on information from the on-premise classes schedule database.

Currently, the system is being piloted in two buildings of the Financial University, with
about 60 video cameras in the classrooms connected to it.

In all known systems engagement is measured on the basis of video streams from cam-
eras placed on individual computers. These systems are capable to measure level of en-
gagement of individual students in computer labs or in distance learning systems (including
massive open online courses). Unlike that we propose a system automatically measures the
engagement level not only for individual students but also for academic groups, faculties,
years, and for the whole university.

2 Cloud Solution Architecture

The architecture of the cloud solution is illustrated by Fig. 1. We use video cameras placed
under the ceiling of classrooms as the Internet of Things devices connected to the Microsoft
Azure IoT Hub. Before being sent to IoT Hub, video streams are preprocessed locally:
individual frames are captured at a specified periodicity.

Data on the classes schedule are taken in reference to the classrooms in which the video
cameras are placed from the on-premise classes schedule database. These data for each
class include classroom ID, start and end time, set of academic groups’ IDs (there usually
is one academic group at a seminar or lab, and more then one academic group at a lecture),
academic subject area ID, and the professor’s ID.
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Fig. 1. Engagement Monitoring Service Architecture

When the IoT Hub receives an image containing a snapshot of students, it sends it to the
Microsoft Azure Cognitive Services to recognize students’ faces and emotions (the students’
pictures in the Microsoft Azure Cognitive Services are synchronized with the campus access
control database). For each face in the picture the Microsoft Azure Cognitive Services return
recognized age, gender, Student ID (from the campus information system), head pose, facial
landmarks, indicators of lipstick, glasses, mustache, sideburns, beard, recognized emotions
(anger, contempt, disgust, fear, happiness, neutral, sadness, surprise), occlusion, etc.

For each face, all the features received from the emotion recognition services, as well
as the timestamp of the snapshot, the type of the class (lecture, seminar, computer lab,
etc.), academic subject area ID and professor’s ID are stored in the Microsoft Azure SQL
Database while images are stored in the Microsoft Azure BLOB Storage.

When a new entry appears in the faces and emotions recognition results table, this entry
is automatically submitted to the Microsoft Azure Machine Learning Studio web service
based on the previously trained classification model. This web service returns the scored
probability for classifying the student as engaged, and this probability is stored in the ap-
propriate field in the faces and emotions recognition results table.

We use the Microsoft Azure Stream Analytics service for real time event processing.
Another element of the system is the Microsoft Power BI service which is used to ag-

gregate the results of engagement level recognition from the Microsoft Azure SQL Database
to the dashboards published on the university portal.

3 Image Labelling Methodology

We developed a special application for images labelling. This application is published in
the Microsoft Azure cloud and allows experts to mark each face as engaged on not (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Engagement Labelling

We asked professors to assess the images of their students. Each professor receives
a task to assess engagement level for a certain number of recognized faces. Most of the
faces are automatically selected from the images obtained from the cameras during classes
taught by this professor (the proportion of such persons is a configurable parameter; we
recommend to set its value at the level of 90-95%), and the rest of the faces are taken from
the classes of other professors. This is necessary to ensure the adequacy of assessment.

Experts have also the opportunity not to evaluate the engagement for individual picture
in cases when the student’s engagement evaluation is impossible or unnecessary.

4 Machine Learning Model for Students’ Engagement Autodetection

We tried logistic regression, boosted decision trees and random forest models as the predic-
tors of engagement class. The best classification results are obtained using the ADABoost
Two-Class Boosted Decision Tree model. For this model the following quality metrics were
obtained: Accuracy = 84.8%, : Precision = 0.825, : Recall = 81.5%, : F1 Score = 82.0%, :
AUC = 91.2%. These results indicate the legitimacy of using the model to predict engage-
ment level.

Among the factors that have the greatest positive impact on the engagement level, the
following features are distinguished (in order of decreasing importance): head pose; recog-
nized age; level of sadness; level of surprise; and also some facial landmarks.
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5 Dashboards

The dashboard is placed on a single web page. In the top menu the user chooses the report-
ing period: semester summary, monthly or daily summary, or individual classes summary.

At any level of the hierarchy the information about engagement is displayed by the
universal display unit in the form of a discrete color scale for the selected period.

Initially, the dashboard displays the upper levels available for the particular user (uni-
versity, faculty, major, or academic subject area).

In the detail mode of the month, the level tree is made in the form of a classic explorer;
in front of each level (faculty, major, level of education, year, academic group, student,
professor), the information on average engagement for the selected level is displayed by
different colors.

A fragment of the dashboard is illustrated by Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Engagement Monitoring Service Dashboard

6 Results and Discussion

Most of the tools traditionally used to measure the level of student engagement are too
complex to measure the dynamics of the engagement of all the students in the university on
an ongoing basis.

Our service developed in the Financial University for monitoring student engagement
based on intelligent analysis of video streams from cameras placed in classrooms and sub-
sequent aggregation of averaged data on dashboards is intended for use by the university
administration in order to obtain an operational feedback on the dynamics of the average
engagement of student groups during the semester, to compare the dynamics of changes
in the engagement between faculties, years, groups, etc., and to support the decisions on
appropriate corrective actions.
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A distinctive feature of the proposed system is that it is built in the form of a cloud
service that can be used to monitor the engagement of arbitrarily large groups of students,
elastically scaling when the number of students changes. Such a service can be used at the
same time by several university or even across the entire education system.

The results of the pilot use of the service demonstrate a sufficient degree of engagement
prediction adequacy.
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